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Catlink BayMax Lite intelligent self-cleaning cat litter box
The Catlink BayMax Lite intelligent litter box is designed for cats weighing 1.5 - 10 kg. It stands out with a capacity of 65 liters and is fully
safe for your pet.  What's more, the litter box is compatible with different types of litter,  and the app allows you to monitor your pet's
health.
 
One-button cleaning
Forget about manually cleaning the litter box. The Catlink BayMax Lite has a built-in system that empties the litter box - just hold down
the dedicated button for 3 seconds. To remove the waste bag, remove the top cover of the unit. In addition, a dedicated mode (available
on the app) makes the litter completely clump the feces and then dumps it into the waste bag. 
 
Control from the app
Install the Catlink app and monitor your pet's health. The app records every visit to the BayMax Lite and how much time it spends in it. It
also provides information about your cat's weight. Note: to gain access to the ability to recognize multiple users, you need to activate the
feature in the app. 
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Catlink BayMax Lite is compatible with different types of litter: bentonite, mixed and tofu. It is recommended to change it every 5-7 days
if  you have one cat,  or  every 2-5 days if  you own several  cats.  What's  more,  the mat  placed inside the litter  box is  antibacterial  and
resistant to leaks and pet claws. In addition, the built-in dual wheels make it easy to transport the unit. In addition, it will take up only 0.3
m³.
 
Security system
The litter box is designed so that your pet can use it safely. It has an infrared sensor, motor protection and paw-snap protection. On the
other hand, 4 gravity sensors make sure you don't have to worry about the litter box tipping over. 
 
Included
litter box
blue filter
	Manufacturer
	Catlink
	Model
	CL-CA-03
	Color
	white
	Material
	PP
	Rated voltage
	12V/2A
	Intended use
	cats weighing 1.5 - 10 kg
	Dimensions
	599 × 533 × 545 mm
	Weight
	11 kg

Price:

€ 262.00
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